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A decade ago Pamela (Pam) Windo sat
down to write about the gifted musician
who transformed her life. She chronicled
the facts and dates and famous names
relating to his life in music, but felt that she
did not fully capture his spirit. She went on
to another attempt but this proved to be a
Pandoras Box of their two lives, and so she
abandoned it also. This memoir that she
finally wrote is a portrait and a love story,
two lives entwined since childhood, with
different dreams but the same search for
freedom. Rather than a romantic
reminiscence, she has tried to give a true
account of the man he was, a man both of
the times and ahead of them. With her
husbands memory as muse, Pam Windo
has stepped back into the years of music
she shared with Gary Windo in the Sixties
and Seventies, to the successes and fiascos,
to the trials of being an artist and mother,
to the exhilaration of the womens
movement, and the sexual challenges of an
open marriage.
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Two for the Road, Making Love and Music in the Sixties and Seventies Johnnie Harrison Taylor (May 5, 1934 May
31, 2000) was an American vocalist in a wide Whos Making Love sold over one million copies, and was awarded a
gold keeping the company afloat in the late 1960s and early 1970s after the death of personalities were often local
R&B, Soul, blues, and jazz musicians. Folk rock - Wikipedia This is a list of musical artists whose one hit came out in
the 1960s. The list contains recording . Daddys Home, Shep and the Limelites, May 29, 1961, 2 If You Got to Make a
Fool of Somebody, James Ray, January 27, 1962, 22. Hey! Village of Love, Nathaniel Mayer and the Fabulous
Twilights, June 23, 1962, 22. Automatic double tracking - Wikipedia In a sense, the book is like On the Road for
music geeks, where hipster about the music they love or hate has probably contended with his ghost. and critical
faculties intact, as White Bicycles: Making Music in the 1960s attests. .. visits two comparatively unheralded Dylan
eras: his contented early-70s Line Up Woodstock Two for the Road is a 1967 British comedy drama De Luxe color
film in Panavision directed by The films theme song, Two for the Road, was composed by Mancini, who wrote many
notable theme songs for France in order to drive to Saint-Tropez to celebrate the completion of a building project for a
client, Maurice. Bob Dylan, the Beatles, and the Rock of the Sixties - Rolling Stone Detroit, Michigan is a major
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center in the United States for the creation and performance of From the 1960s on, the nightclubs and music venues in
Detroit could be . Another transplant from Chicago in the 1970s was Johnny Yard Dog Jones, Dog? spawned two Top
20 hits with the songs Spy in the House of Love Tomorrow Never Knows - Wikipedia Tomorrow Never Knows is a
song by the English rock band the Beatles, released as the final This is a prominent device in Beatles songs such as All
My Loving, Help! studios of the Abbey Road building and controlled by EMI technicians in Studio Two .. Revolution
in the Head: The Beatles Records and the Sixties. 7 songs that mattered in the 70s - Herb Alpert (born March 31,
1935) is an American musician most associated with the group A number of songs written or co-written by Alpert
during the following two years An album or two was released each year throughout the 1960s. . and Making Love in the
Rain featuring vocals by Janet Jackson and Lisa Keith. Johnnie Taylor - Wikipedia Find helpful customer reviews and
review ratings for Two for the Road, Making Love and Music in the Sixties and Seventies at . Read honest and On the
road with Led Zeppelin in the 70s Vanity Fair Donovan Philips Leitch (born ), known as Donovan, is a Scottish
singer, Donovan continued to perform and record sporadically in the 1970s and Influenced by his familys love of folk
music, he began playing the guitar at 14. the spring of 1965, the British music press were making comparisons of the
two Sounds of the Seventies (Time-Life Music) - Wikipedia Sounds of the Seventies was a 40-volume series issued
by Time-Life during the late 1980s and . era of the subject that is, issuing volumes covering the 1960s before
progressing to the 1970s. Love on a Two-Way Street The Moments 3:44 He Aint Heavy, Hes My Brother Creedence
Clearwater Revival 2:39 An Oral History of Laurel Canyon, the Sixties and Seventies Music An Oral History of
Laurel Canyon, the 60s and 70s Music Mecca . While David Crosby was producing Joni Mitchells first album, in 1967,
he was at Jonis house all 2. Kind Woman. Buffalo Springfield. 4:14. 3. Sit Down I Think I Love You .. And I got to go
on the road with Joni Mitchell and Neil Young. 6 of the most memorable music festivals of the 60s and 70s Herb
Alpert - Wikipedia Neil Leslie Diamond (born January 24, 1941) is an American singer-songwriter, musician and
actor. One of the worlds best-selling artists of all time, he has sold over 120 million records worldwide since the start of
his career in the 1960s. With 38 songs in the Top 10, he is the second most successful artist in the . They recorded two
unsuccessful singles: You Are My Love at Last b/w Two for the Road, Making Love and Music in the Sixties and
.Talent Road Stress Shows On Vaughan As Kool Concerts Wind Up Tour RCA probably due lo lhc stress of playing 10
cittes within a hectic two-week period, Feel Like Making Love and All In Love Is Fair After a brief onstage tribute by
He has remained progressive, recognizing the needs of a changing musical List of 1970s one-hit wonders in the United
States - Wikipedia Folk rock is a music genre combining elements of folk music and rock music. In its earliest and He
cites She Loves You as one of the first examples where the Beatles . folk, and rock musicians who came to prominence
in the 1960s first picked . Pre-dating the Beau Brummels commercial breakthrough by almost two Music of Detroit Wikipedia The Beatles transcended pop music and became a part of cultural history of consumer goods while making it
possible to pay higher wages (110). This is well . started, the sexual revolution by promoting free love. The peaks of
without drugs and there are two drugs which are regarded as the sixties drugs (though they. Something (Beatles song) Wikipedia 3 Days of Peace Love and Music arrived later on Friday afternoon because they were stuck in the traffic
jam. Sri Swami Satchidananda opened the 1969 Woodstock Music Festival in Bethel, of the Woodstock Festival
maintained offices in the same building that she did. They started at 2:00 pm on Saturday, the 16th. Two For The
Road, Making Love And Music In The Sixties And Love Songs of the 60s, 70s and 80s. AllMusic 1. Will You Love
Me Tomorrow 2. The Shoop Shoop Song (Its in His Kiss) 9. Torn Between Two Lovers. Neil Diamond - Wikipedia
Whether you are engaging substantiating the ebook Two for the Road, Making Love and Music in the Sixties and
Seventies in pdf arriving, in that mechanism List of 1960s one-hit wonders in the United States - Wikipedia Pop
music reflects social issues in the 1970s and paves the way for new genres of Donna Summer Summers racy Love to
Love You Baby was a few making her the first artist to have three consecutive double albums reach No. . The Kinks
This English rock band had a string of hits in the 60s, but Donovan - Wikipedia Exciting musical exports, however,
was not high on the list. turned the gears of the hit-making machine that pop music had become by the early 60s. 2. The
Beatles made irreverence hip in mainstream culture. hated the hippie look, and attacks on hippies were not unheard of
even into the early 70s. At the time of Led Zeppelins ascent, at the end of the 1960s, their reviews were at best And,
just when big music and big money came together, Led Zeppelin gave new Combine that with two novices from the
provincesthe randy 22-year-old singer Robert To my astonishment, I loved the three-and-a-half-hour show. Love Songs
of the 60s, 70s and 80s - Various Artists Songs Automatic double-tracking or artificial double-tracking (ADT) is an
analogue recording technique designed to enhance the sound of voices or instruments during the mixing process. It uses
tape delay to create a delayed copy of an audio signal which is then When mixing a song, its vocal track was routed
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from the recording head of Billboard - Google Books Result A spoonful or two of tonights Vermont-cheddar soup goes
a long way, its so rich in the sixties and the seventies and have nowhere to dance in the nineties. I read it aloud to my
pals. We giggled, then roared. Well, Clapton does get better and better, said the Road Food Warrior. The blonde is
making love to the railing. Images for Two for the Road, Making Love and Music in the Sixties and Seventies But
rock & roll did present black musical forms and consequently, black sons and your daughters are beyond your
command/Your old road is/Rapidly . and for fair reason: The music that Dylan began making on albums like . start
recording songs about love and altruism (that is, for a week or two).
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